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How might the academy participate in the development of design knowledge and understanding that is relevant
and useful, to the act of designing and the realities of the design profession? This is one of the questions that
provoked a particular research project undertaken under the auspices of the academy and located in a
professional design studio. This deliberate positioning was intended to disclose certain potentials and possibilities,
ones that remained elusive to this point that might be enabled by a dialogue between the rigours of the academy
and the realities of the studio. 

Studio Anybody, a communication design studio in Melbourne, Australia, was established by five equal partners
with the ambition to position research, speculative activity and innovation as fundamental and critical dimensions
of its’ professional profile. The challenge for the researcher, practitioner and co-author of this paper over the
previous five years has been to better understand the value and contribution of the design academy and
profession to each other. A practitioner-led research study was undertaken at RMIT University to explore a
particular and subtle configuration of inter-related and inter-dependent activities that sought to ‘naturalize’ the
relationship between research, speculative and commercial activities. Studio Anybody designers are all
academically and professionally active and the studio engages the public directly through a range of social,
cultural and political design strategies and messages. The ambition and intention of the Studio is for it to sustain
a fulfilling professional career for the designers, to be an active contributor to society and to provide a reflective
and educational process that sustains an ongoing improvement in the work commissioned. This triangulation of
activity - research, innovation and application - is adopted as the agenda of a profession committed to research
activities that will develop and disseminate a useful understanding of the potential and actual effect of the design
process and artefact in the public domain. Hopefully clients themselves are then drawn to the Studio for this
increasingly sophisticated operational understanding.

This approach has evolved within arguably the least mature and non-critical of the design fields – communication
design. If this industry is disinterested in the possibilities of academic research, and at best any interest would
seem to be provisional, it could also be said that the academy at times seems to be more focused on the
importation of methods and rigours for the purpose of conferring status, access to research funding and so on,
than it is with saying anything of relevance to the profession.

At worst this could be described through the experience of a reflective and thoughtful emerging professional
designer who turns first to the profession and finds it narrowly defined by economic return and self-
congratulatory design awards and then to the academy that appears to be drifting further away from the complex
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issues she/he confronts in the profession. The academy often seems pre-occupied with trying to establish design
as a conventional discipline. The, at times reductive discourse that classifies and debates, defines and generalizes,
also denies that the problems and situations confronted by the professional designer are increasingly complex,
uncertain, unstable and unique and generally resistant to traditional methods of abstraction. Neither community
- academy or profession - seems to be offering this reflective professional designer with much that is useful.
Further complicating this scenario is an understanding that from a practitioners perspective the very process of
generalizing and abstracting can be antithetical to the very nature of designing, when compared to the merits of
reading and understanding the design scenario as a situation-specific case study that acknowledges the particular
configuration of each unique design project. Given these conflicting value systems and the complexity of variables
for each design engagement can the kinds of solutions and generalizations offered by the academy have any
potential relevance back to the situations of practice? How can the depth of understanding embodied in the
specific situation be communicated and disseminated in a meaningful form to others? Can the professional
practice be configured so as to be open to engaging as an equal partner with the academy? This paper proposes
a practitioner-led case study that inquires what becomes of practice when a communication design studio collides
the value systems of the academy and profession by employing a workplace engagement with poetic process? 

The research inquiry was intentionally located within a real-world praxis so as to explore the value of research as
an integrated component of professional practice. If we hope to affirm the relevance of the academy to the
profession, we need to concern ourselves with the role of research for enhancing professional practice. The study
intended to question how an articulated, critical space for research could affect the everyday client work of Studio
Anybody and specifically whether a carefully configured space for a poetic process would result in a more
knowing, more critically engaged professional practice. Firstly the notion of poetic research will be expanded
upon and then the case study itself will be presented as an explication of this approach.

POETIC RESEARCH: DESIGN PROCESS AND POSSIBILITY

In considering Clive Dilnot’s claim that the ‘realm of design is … possibility’ and consequently dealing with that which
‘could be other’, (Dilnot,1998:24) the Studio rationale for professionally situated research became one of reclaiming
a discovery-led process. This understanding of design resonated with the ambition for the studio not to be governed
by, nor the work process structured around, the understanding that unfamiliar outcomes were incompatible with
client satisfaction. The embracing of poetics as the form of engagement, neither a methodology nor a procedure,
was an attempt to bring to the fore a particular understanding of process that enables a series of moves to be made
that are strategic on the one hand, while resistant to formulaic or stylistic responses on the other. 

Terence Rosenberg describes Poetic Research as a process with ‘non-linear links, which destabilizes, makes leaps
and seeks alternative paths to those that may be predicted from the outset… It leaps between different points in
response to irregular and evolving rules…’ (Rosenberg, 2000:5) His definition of poetic research focuses its inquiry
through process, therefore allowing the iterative, discovery-led method to explore possibilities – embracing
serendipity, circularity and reflection. Rosenberg suggests that conventional research predetermines a stratagem
in advance, the process strategically organized with a narrow, defined focal channel and straight line of intent,
allowing little space for discovery (Rosenberg, 2000). A description that also evokes a conventional professional
design process where a linear methodology strives to organize time strategically and efficiently with risk
minimized to ensure accountability and repeatability. 

The research study set out to investigate whether a poetic process, the model of inefficiency given its inquisitive
tendencies to pursue tangents and possible dead ends, could be of value to the professional practitioner? Though
not a unique project for the academy it did seem to suggest a very tangible way for the academy to critically
influence the life of a studio. It offered a way for the critical culture of the academy to be utilized, a counterfoil
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to the academy becoming a sanctuary from the demands and tedium of practice; but it remained less clear what
this iterative pattern of engagement had to offer an ordered commercial world of time sheets and scheduled
client presentations. 

This proposal to situate research as an integral component in professional practice needs to be seen in the context
of a profession where communication design research is commonly understood as the client specific information
gathered as background to an individual project, or the quantitative research undertaken by professional bodies
to survey client’s experiences and expectations. Communication design as a service industry typically charges itself
out by the hour consequently studio-initiated research can only be lost earnings, an indulgent, idealistic concept
divorced from the reality of commissioned client work. Although suspicious of the contribution of research, this
disgruntled industry still seems to have a lot to complain about. Compromised by an uneducated public and
practitioners burning out by 30; the standard refrain by the underpaid graphic designers is that ignorant client
perception circumvents their industry being recognized as a profession. Underlying these sweeping criticisms is a
vicious circle that drives many designers to provide a pragmatic, efficient service that is in part led by an assumed
and subsequently self-fulfilling lack of expectation on behalf of the client. This lack of professional
acknowledgment plays out for many designers as a slippage of their creative motivation; disheartened, a trade is
made between critical recognition and financial gain. 

For this communication design studio to consider the ambitions of developing an enhanced professional position,
of providing fulfilling career opportunities for the designers and of being socially and politically engaged, the
desire to develop speculative processes, collaborative work cultures and undertake poetic research became an
imperative. The University conceptually became a virtual partner in this development where the moves into and
out from the particular space that it affords and the culture of learning and research that it represents have
increasingly become woven into the fabric of the studio itself. In so doing, and only for this particular situation,
questions of relevance were subsumed by propositions of possibility and opportunity as the following case study
attempts to illustrate.

FRAMING THE CASE STUDY: THE SPACE BETWEEN THE 
ACADEMY AND THE PROFESSION

The five partners who established Studio Anybody, themselves practitioners and part time educators, framed this
research case study within the context of a research-training program, drawing from the academy’s formalized
research proposal and the iterative review structure to refine their critical reflection for their inquiry. Embedded in
the decision to integrate academic research within professional practice, was a secondary consideration of the
role of research education. Could this model soften the demarcation between the discrete, scholarly experience
of the academy and the applied, commercial context of the profession? Would situating research in the workplace
encourage a speculative engagement with critical professional practice that transcended the duration of formal
study? At this point the proposition was that a commitment to research could in the first instance avoid the
indulgence of producing uncritical speculative projects that have no purchase in elevating the standard of the
client commissioned work.

Consequently what retrospectively can be viewed as the first move was made, where studio-initiated speculative
projects were introduced, running parallel to the commissioned projects. This process itself was continually
analyzed and reflected upon to determine the manner and degree to which these two project modes informed
each other. The Studio was naive and optimistic enough to believe that the possibilities inherent in the poetic
structure of the speculative stream would develop a reservoir of ideas that would command client respect for
graphic design, ultimately valuing the accounted for hours on the timesheet. 
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THE PROFESSIONAL CONTEXT: DESIGN EDUCATION 
WITHIN THE WORKPLACE

As a young studio, in a young country, practicing within a young profession, the designers acknowledged they
were working within an environment suspicious as to the value of research and the academy. The mantra of the
industry was, and is, the need for design literate clients, but was it the client who only needed educating? Client
education is a well-worn phrase and some-time excuse across various design disciplines, and although there is
great misunderstanding about design, what are the alternatives to putting each client through Wonders of Design
101? Client education in communication design is commonly defined as a return on investment business strategy
that confirms the relationship between design and sales in the simplest and most immediate of terms. Is then,
this fiscally framed client education the only strategy for increasing the public’s understanding of how design can
contribute to society? Where are the alternative rationales for valuing communication design beyond this explicit
and one-dimensional client-centred sales pitch? Was it possible to develop a research culture within a professional
consultancy that considered the question of design education in relation to the industry, the practitioners and the
public?

Assuming the prescription of the design process down the path most travelled was an account management
method that provided the client with something known and familiar; the Studio desired a space that bypassed
the client to engage in direct dialogue with the public. The intention was for the studio-initiated projects to
substantiate the enhanced quality of communication that resulted from a presumption that the public are curious,
smart and reflective individuals. 

The test would be whether, in what way and to what degree, the poetic process of these speculative projects
could afford the practitioners enough contemplative space to explore and refine alternative communication
strategies that would ultimately inform and enrich the commissioned projects. Might the contribution of this
research extend to the design education of the industry, the public and consequently everybody’s clients? Could
this line of inquiry ultimately illustrate to the design industry, that so desires the respect of a profession, an
expanded definition for return on investment? 

SPECULATIVE PRACTICE: CONSTRUCTING A COMMUNICATION 
DESIGN MODEL

The Studio at this stage was utilizing the exhibition culture of the visual arts, using gallery spaces to present the
work. This client-free space fostered an interest in authoring content and it clearly and immediately informed in
particular ways the commissioned work. The limitation of this approach became evident over time – the heavily
signified gallery context engaged a discrete and particular audience with their visual art readings of the work and
its precedents. This limited the real purchase the feedback could have, provoking the suggestion that the
speculative communication design projects needed to enact a conversation directly with a broader, less selected
public.

The next move then was to reference and co-opt familiar graphic design spaces for presentation of the projects.
By opening up the conversation to this broader public, direct and relevant feedback was obtained from the
responses to the ideas and strategies deployed. For example, one project developed during this phase and
disseminated through these public communication spaces used the ambiguity of open-ended sentences to fuel
people’s curiosity, the half-written narratives inviting the audience to complete the script. The public’s response
substantiated a pattern of audience engagement that became constructive in persuading clients that obvious,
literal and conclusive were not the only communication options. Once again a direct relationship ensured the
studio-initiated projects were influencing the commissioned work. Yet this move to present the artefacts through
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promotional graphic forms, such as websites, posters and drop-cards, introduced another set of issues and
problems to contend with. Whereas there had been a perceived criticality about the work presented within the
gallery, once out in the public domain the projects were simply interpreted as exercises in self-promotion. The
question was whether the muddied distinction between speculative research and self-promotion would de-value
or dilute the inquiry?

POETIC PROCESS: A PATHWAY TO THE UNFAMILIAR

Interestingly this question of separating the speculative from the commissioned arose in the academy during the
examination for the research project when this concern with self-promotion was dismissed by one examiner who
advocated the inquiry required a transparent engagement with the public - dismissing the option of retreating
back into the academy or disseminating the projects anonymously. This examiner, the Dutch graphic designer,
Linda van Deursen, posed it as a problem that lay precisely in the critical gap between the speculative and the
commissioned projects. Van Deursen proposed that the potential of design was inherent in unfamiliar outcomes,
concurring with the Studio criticism of ready-to-wear graphic design. Yet she commented that although the
speculative projects presented unfamiliar artefacts, the divisive streams appeared to have determined that the
commissioned projects seemed to her familiar, like she had seen them somewhere before. 

The academic examination process structured a time for reflection on the inquiry so far, constructively framing a
new set of questions to propose. Although there was conclusive evidence that the designers’ motivation for the
studio-initiated projects had directly improved their job satisfaction, critical reflection and professional development
– the practitioners now had to articulate in what regard had the Studio’s practice as a whole been enhanced? The
public projects had inadvertently operated as a new business strategy, introducing to the studio a client with
heightened expectations and respect for design. Regardless, there was no real critical leverage from this improved
client list if the studio model continued to artificially distinguish between the pure research projects and the real
world jobs. Where was the purchase of the model if the studio was unconvinced the tailored poetic process could
translate to the structured schedule of a client relationship? The study had to find a way to create bespoke artefacts
for the client, or the potential for educating the industry and public about design would be compromised? 

It was simple to acknowledge the criticism but complex to challenge the studio model that had provided us with
the haven of a protected, speculative space [Figure 1]. Was it possible to protect the poetic process once the client
became involved? What would enhance the design process and outcomes further; greater authority being
bestowed on the designers or a tight collaboration with the client born out of knowing when to debate and when
to listen? Were these options mutually exclusive or was it possible for an inclusive, negotiable process that
concurrently required clients to relinquish some power? We understood that commitment between collaborators
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was in direct relationship to how empowered and included they were within a process. This defined the designer’s
relationships as colleagues, with clients and the democratic, propositional style of their design for the public. How
would the client relationship, established on these terms, translate over to the poetic, discursive process of
collaboration [Figure 2]?

CLIENT COLLABORATION: POETIC PROCESS AND THE 
COMMISSIONED PROJECT

To test this model of collaboration the next move was enacted. The studio began in the first instance to raise this
set of questions with a client. The client was a design literate director of a Media Arts foundation and someone
the Studio had been working with for several years. An open discussion of the respective reservations was
initiated, pointing out a desire to include the client in the process, but at the same time assert authority over how
to direct the process. The client was being asked to instruct the board of directors to give to the Studio the
creative license they would unquestioningly extend to artists selected for exhibition, thereby relinquishing their
right to critique work in progress. The proposition was that a poetic process best supported the production of
critically intelligent and effective communication for the promotional material of their international exhibition. 

The implication of this process was that the convention of showing the client a range of options was abandoned
with the designers only pursuing the ideas they saw merit in. Meetings were scheduled for critique that openly
revisited, recanted or rejected ideas as the project evolved. There was a commitment to listening and considering
the client’s critique alongside the studio designers, in a spirit of partnership and collaboration where all voices
were equal. In order for the iterative process to be truly negotiable the client was asked to collapse the design
and production budget so that the design was not dictated by a pre-determined production decision from the
outset. The client recognized the merit of the argument and agreed to these conditions.
The act of designing remained true to this process. The informal critique method allowed an extended period of
time to develop the concept, with the client and designers collectively defining a cultural contribution for the
promotional material beyond simply announcing the exhibition. By allowing the graphic designers to work on the
same critical terms as the artists, albeit relative to design criteria, it soon became ambiguous whether this was a
commissioned or speculative project by earlier definitions. It now seemed possible that merging the commercial
and speculative processes could indeed produce refined, critically engaged artefacts – with consensus from the
client and the design community that the process had allowed the work to rise above the standard of previous
work the client had commissioned. In addition the commission expanded and challenged the audiences
perception of the role graphic design can play in communication.
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REFLECTIVE PRACTICE: A SNAPSHOT OF THE PROCESS

It was always essential that the research methodology, true to the poetic process would recognize the value of
revisiting and reviewing questions as they arose. The methodology for the critical inquiry had to directly propose
and configure new structures for the studio. The following two years had the Studio continue this process of
diluting the distinction between studio-initiated and commissioned projects. Over four years the Studio has
predictably changed significantly and the research model has had to respond to accommodate this. As time
became more of a commodity, the studio-initiated projects have become less frequent, but more substantial, now
only a few major projects year. As the consultancy’s profile has increased there has been a greater
acknowledgment and further recognition that communication research did contribute culturally thereby making
it easier to secure support for self-published publications and magazine editorial. These projects create a bridge
between the speculative and the commissioned, because although the stakeholders include the studio and the
industry partners, there is an understanding from the outset that the project brief extends beyond mere
promotion. 

From a shared understanding of the contribution workplace research offers, the Studio continues to frame
research projects. Building on the strategic knowledge of the initial project the four current graduate projects can
confidently centre the practitioner in their topic addressing a diversity of fields from graphic activism, image
making processes, community critique and culture sampling. The proposition contested here is that the research
ethos of the Studio does indeed manifest positively against the aforementioned inter-dependent criteria -
research, innovation and application - within the professional, academic and public domains. 

ACADEMY AND THE PROFESSION: THE SPACE BETWEEN

In the same way that the iterative nature of poetics defies a conclusive resolution to a design problem,
documenting this case study inevitably raises more questions than answers. The introductory question posed of
the potential relevance design research has for an applied profession was essentially motivated by a desire to
make connections between the role of the academic and the experience of the practitioner. Standing in the space
between the academy and the profession it is obvious why the practitioner/educator should care to establish this
relevance and make this connection, yet it appears the academic community still privileges defining practice-
based research, over fostering practitioner-led research outside of the academy. Donald Schön said back in 1987
“there has been a growing perception that researchers, who are supposed to feed the professional schools with
useful knowledge, have less to say that practitioners find useful” (Schön, 1987:10) and even with an increasingly
discursive debate, dialogue with the professional practitioner does not seem a high priority. 

The study’s emphasis on design process required a researcher’s reflexivity to closely observe the nexus between
commercial practice and creative design artefacts. The process of inquiry drew out how essential the internal
conversation was between the general research questions and the individual designer’s everyday experience. The
transference and dissemination of the research beyond the reflections of the individuals was significantly about
their competency to interpret the ‘back-talk’ of the research into the practice and vice versa. 

The academy’s role was in initially framing the research as a formal academic project and providing the research
training. In situating the study within the workplace it was possible to investigate pertinent and contemporary
issues for applied practice, of specific relevance for those applied industries uncertain of the contribution research
offers to individual consultancies or practitioners. The general findings of the case study presented here propose
a link between academic research and innovative professional practice, in turn constructing for potential research
students a bridge between graduate research and professional careers.
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This research study sought to address the challenge Schön raised some fifteen years ago (Schön, 1987). The paper
presents a case account of a practitioner-led study that initiates a dialogue between the academy’s knowledge
about design and the design knowledge of professional praxis. Together the academy and the profession enabled
the studio to offer both a more engaging experience for the designers while providing clients and audiences with
increasingly critical and effective design outcomes. This study hopes to assert that practice in and of itself is not
a valid form of scholarship but that design knowledge gained from situation-specific research can have a
significant influence on the actions and reach of practice. Although ultimately the relevance of this form of
engagement will be in the contribution made to professional design practice – in personal, social and business
terms, this paper contests that academic research about practice needs to extend to practitioner-led research if
the dialogue about practice-based research is to build strategic knowledge of design.
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Lisa Grocott
Tim Marshall
How might the academy participate in the development of design knowledge that is useful and relevant to the
act of designing and the realities of the design profession? This question provoked a particular research project
undertaken under the auspices of the academy and located in a professional design studio. The paper presents a
case study of the design consultancy Studio Anybody, established with the ambition to position speculative
research activity as a critical dimension to its’ professional profile. 

Does the academy have a role to play in offering a more engaging experience for design practitioners,
subsequently providing the public with increasingly critical design outcomes? By initiating a dialogue between the
academy and the research practitioners, the case study proposes an enhanced professional practice. In developing
valid forms of scholarship could extending academic research about practice to practitioner-led inquiry enhance
the potential for research to build strategic, relevant knowledge of design?
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